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Abstract:
The present article gives an overview importance of the library in the society. The author discusses the fundamental right in
this article. Fundamental Rights are very indispensable for person in the society. Library can save these fundamental rights.
The author discusses that library is very beneficial for research work and develops the mind power of human being. Research
work is not possible without the help of library. This paper examines that library plays prominent role in the society. Society
revolves the library because library provides information as well as knowledge to the society. Library is as the heart of any
educational institution so library is very obligatory for any educational institution. The article highlights the corruption,
illiteracy, poverty, unemployment etc. Library can remove corruption, illiteracy, poverty, unemployment in the society. The
author explains discipline, cooperation, culture and socialization. Library can maintain discipline, cooperation, and culture
and socialization easy way. Information, knowledge and communication are also discussed. Knowledge is power and library
is a treasure house of knowledge. Today’s age of information and information can get from library. Describes management,
planning, direction and decision making which are important for society. Library provides direction to the user. Education is
also included in this paper. Conclusions and valuable suggestions are given in the last.

1. Importance of the Library in the Society
Library is a place where books, newspapers, periodicals, manuscripts, maps charts, microform etc, are kept for reading. Library is
an accumulation of knowledge and service agencies. It disseminates the information one phase to another. Library preserves the
records and these records are very useful and beneficial for society. Library and society are inter-linked and it is very important
for every aspects of society. Library is used to transfer knowledge generation to generation. Library is a treasure house of
knowledge. It is as the heart of any educational institution. Users can read these documents without any distinction and they can
increase their knowledge with help of library. Knowledge is a power. One can update one's knowledge by reading regularly in a
library. Library plays a very important role in many fields such as development of education, maintaining the culture,
improvement in the society, creating the discipline, making economic development, welfare the society, research work etc. It is
also very significance to democracy, positive attitude, past, present, future. It has a capacity of removing illiteracy, corruption,
poverty, unemployment. It provides knowledge to society and it brightens the society with the knowledge.
Library plays prominent role in the society. It is a placid place and everyone can read here without any disturbance. Everyone
likes to sit in the library because they can increase their knowledge. Human being can misguide to anyone but library is a faithful
place and it cannot misguide the user. Library can baulk the indiscipline in the society. User can read in the library uniformity.
People can become mystique personality with the help of library. We can applaud the library in every field. It is a very luminous
place for society. User can reach accurate consequence by library. They can ransack new thing in library so we can say that, the
library is marvelous place. It gives liberty everyone. Importance of library cannot overlook. It can pander the person in every
place so library is a paramount. Library braces the user who comes in the library and user cannot be fiasco because it provides the
direction to user. Success can be procured by the library. It is not an extravagant place for anybody. It can not pester the life of a
person rather it gives the direction to the person and we presume that it can change the life of users. Library comprises maximum
documents and user can get any document in easy way. Library does not disdain as race, religion and caste and everyone is equal
in the library. Ultimately, library is very significant for society. The time we spend in the library is the most rewarding. Anyone
can take momentous decision with help of library. The growth in library has a very salutary effect. Library is very lucrative for the
society.
2. Safeguard of Fundamental Right
Part III of the Constitution contains a long list of the Fundamental Rights. These rights are regarded as fundamental because they
are most essential for the attainment, by the individual of his/her full intellectual, moral and spiritual status. Classification of
Fundamental Rights: Right to Equality (Art. 14 – 18)
 Right to Freedom (Art. 19 – 22)
 Right to against Exploitation (Art. 23 – 24)
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 Right to Freedom of Religion (Art. 25 – 28)
 Cultural and Educational Rights (Art. 29 – 30)
 Right to Constitutional Remedies (Art. 32)
These articles are very indispensable for the society. Library is a safeguard of these articles. User can sit in the library without any
distinction because every person is equal in the library. Library does not discriminate according to race, religion, caste or sex.
Library gives liberty to everyone. Library does not exploit anyone in fact it creates awareness in the society. User can know that
every religion is equal with help of library. Library can maintain the culture and provide education to the society. Rule and
regulation can be read in the library so library is supporting place for human being. Users can read many books which are related
to law and they can know court and they can put writ in the court with help of the library so the library is a safeguard of
fundamental rights. Library strives to enhance equality and social Justice. It creates faith of democracy and library plays a vital
role in democracy.
3. Research
Research is an endeavour to discover, develop and verify knowledge. Research is concerned to search new thing for society.
Research cannot be thought without library. Library is very necessary for research work. Users come in the library and they find
various types of documents in library and they can complete their research. Research provides new things the society so research
is very indispensable for society and library is a very importance for research.
4. Key of Success and Develop the Mind Power
Success is not possible without library because library is a key to success and library is treasure house of knowledge. There are so
many prestigious competitive exams and these cannot be got through without library. Library can provide newspapers, books,
magazine to the users and they can read these documents. They can clear any test with help of library. Library is a temple of
education and it provides the direction to every field so library is a key to success. Library can develop the mind power.
5. Motivation
Motivation is as necessary as water for human being. Library is a treasure house of motivation. Users read books, newspapers,
periodicals and other documents and these documents can motivate the person easy way. These documents are true friend of
person because they cannot misguide to anybody. They help the person in every place. So library is very significant for motivation
to the persons. It creates positive attitude in human being.
6. To Remove the Corruption and Addiction in the Society
Everyone knows that corruption and addiction are increasing in the world. Corruption and Addiction are very bad for society they
can destroy the society. Government has failed to restrict the corruption and addiction. Library can remove the corruption and
addiction. Library consists of different type of the documents and these documents can create awareness the society about
corruption and addiction. Person can be healthy and wealthy by library so library is very important to remove the corruption and
addiction in the society.
7. Save the Time
Time is very precious for everyone. Library is that place which saves the time of person because user can get every type document
in the library. It can provide maximum knowledge with minimum time. It is not costly. User read about great personality in the
library and he also wants to become as great person then he knows the time and he does not waste time. He knows the importance
of time with help of library so library is very important for that users.
8. To Maintain Discipline and Cooperation
Discipline and cooperation are very important for every institution. Success of any one depends on the discipline and cooperation.
Users can succeed with help of discipline and cooperation. Everyone can learn discipline and Cooperation in the library. Users
come to the library and sit in the library without any noise. He can read in proper way in the library so library can create discipline
and cooperation in the society.
9. Recreation
Recreation is very essential for human being. Life will be bore without entertainment. Users feel relax in the library. User can read
comics books in the library. It provides material for relaxation, entertainment. It organizes cultural activities for the entertainment
of the public. Library is a type of institution which helps the users in every mode.
10. To Maintain the Culture and Socialisation
Culture consists of attitudes, beliefs, values, and skills which are current in an entire population, as well as those special
possibilities and patterns which may be found within separate parts of that population. Culture is very important for society and
library can maintain the culture easy way. It can transfer culture generation to generation so it is very important. Socialization is
that process which maintains the culture. Socialisation is long learning process. Child learns first in family and then he goes to
school, college and university. He can learn maximum in library so library is very significant to maintain culture and socialization.
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11. To Expand Peace in the World
Today every nation wants to keep peace in the world because third world can destroy everything. Library can play important role
to expand peace in the world. It can create awareness in the pubic. It can tell demerit the world war so library can play significant
role to expand peace in the world.
12. Communication
Communication is the transfer of information or message from sender to receiver through a channel and there is a response or feed
back. Library is also communication channel. It is used to transfer the information from one phase to another. This process is very
beneficial for the society.
13. To Decrease the Population and Increase Literacy Rate
There are so many reasons that population has been increased in the world. One of them is lack of awareness in the society.
Library can show the real picture in the front of society. It can tell weakness of maximum population. It can aware the public
about more population. Library can decrease the population in the world. Library should open in every village, block, city, and
district because it can change the habit of individual. Then maximum people will be read in the library. In this way, library can
increase literacy rate in the world, which will be population growth rate down.
14. Reduce Poverty and Unemployment
Poverty has been increasing day by day. Library can reduce poverty easy way because it can tell method how poverty can be
decreased in the society. It can create awareness in society. It can change the society. Unemployment can be removed by library.
Users read maximum books and they can clear any exam by library. In this way, user can get job easy way with the help of
library.
15. Information, Knowledge and Information Retrieval
Information is a collection of statements, facts and the figures. Information plays a most important role in daily life of human
beings. Library consists of various type of information. User can get information in library. Information is obligatory for every
part of society. Library is treasure house of knowledge. It consists of a lot of documents which are very significant for everyone.
It can increase knowledge of users. Users can get every type of information from the library. Users can read different type of
documents in the library. In this way, library is very knowledgeable place and this knowledge is very lucrative for society.
Information retrieval is possible in the library. User can get information again and again in the library. There is not any restriction
in the library.
16. Management, Planning, Direction, Decision Making and Leadership
Management is a universal process in all organized and social and economic activities. Success cannot be gained without proper
management. No organization can run successfully unless there is someone to manage its activities. Person cannot learn
importance of management without library. Library helps the person to do proper management of time and other things.
Promotion can be gained with proper management. Planning is deciding in advance what to do, how to do it, when to do it, who is
to do it and it is a blueprint for action. It is very necessary for decision making. It reduces uncertainty and guesswork. Planning
helps in making full advantages of cooperation and coordination. It helps in providing an integrated action for future growth and
development. Planning provides a necessary scheme for achieving the goals. User can learn in library about planning and he gain
success by planning. Library is guide, teacher, and supervisor and provides the direction to the organization. Library is also very
important for decision making. Decision can be taken with help of library because library is treasure house of knowledge. Library
can create good leader in the society. These leaders can do salutary for the society.
17. Education
Library provides continuous education and it can educate to every person in the society. User can read all documents in library. It
attracts toward the library and it can change the habit of user. Library is vital for the teaching and research work. Research work is
not possible without library because library can provide maximum material related to research work. It supplies sufficient
material to make the important of library. Library is a conservation of knowledge so user can obtain knowledge any time.
18. Conclusion and Suggestions
Library is so important in the society that we cannot neglect. Library is a place where books, newspapers, periodicals,
manuscripts, maps charts, microform etc, are kept for reading. It gives the light to society. It is safeguard of fundamental rights. it
is key to success and develops the mind power. It gives education to users and motivates us time to time. Library can eradicate
corruption and addiction from the society. Management, planning, direction, decision making can be done by library. Library can
create leadership quality in person. Library can maintain discipline, cooperation, culture and socialisation in the society.
Recreation is also possible in the library. Library can expand peace in the world. It is used for communication. It is also very
significant to democracy, positive attitude, past, present, future. It can decrease population and increase literacy rate in the world.
It can remove poverty, unemployment in the society. Library provides information and knowledge and information retrieval is
also possible in the library. It brightens the society with knowledge. Library is very helpful for research work. In this way, library
is very important for society.
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There are so many suggestions for the development of library. Government should give maximum grant for the library.
Infrastructure of library should be very attractive. Systematic effort should be done for the growth of library. Maximum
documents should be purchased for library. Proper management of library is also very compulsory. Every kind of library should
be opened in the society. Recruitment and training of staff is also very necessary in the library. Library should provide various
services to users according to their need. It should motivate to the person time to time. Softwares are also very obligatory for the
development of library. In this way, library can do more growth by these suggestions.
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